Role description

SENIOR FF&E DESIGNER

ABOUT STYLUS STUDIO
Stylus Studio is an interior architectural practice specialising in luxury hospitality, residential, retail and
office projects across Asia Pacific.
We believe every space, every interior detail, should serve a purpose. That’s why we’ve made it our
purpose to craft meaningful spaces of enduring value. It’s a belief underpinned by a disciplined process: a
process of research, storytelling, collaborative ingenuity, and a little magic to
materialise the meaningful.

THE ROLE
Are you an artistic and passionate FF&E Designer? Are you experienced in working at the forefront of
creative design for high-end hospitality interior projects? Are you driven to deliver the most meaningful
work of your career, and the client’s too?
We are looking for an experienced Senior FF&E Designer to support our growing Hong Kong team.

THE IDEAL COLLEAGUE
You take pride in working collaboratively with interior designers to ensure the project vision is delivered
holistically across furniture, fittings and equipment.
You have a proven track record of ensuring FF&E is on brief — directing the scheduling and costing all
FF&E specifications, and monitoring the procurement process.
You demonstrate diplomatic and creative leadership skills to resolve any design and technical issues for
FF&E items throughout the whole project lifecycle. This includes attending final site visits with the
Director and Senior Project Designers to help with any FF&E or styling requirements.
You are well versed in developing and reviewing shop-drawings and technical drawings in-house or from
various makers for FF&E items.
Your prior experience demonstrates that you can handle multiple projects and solve on site problems
independently.
You embrace life-long learning, and beyond your previous experience, show ambitions to continually
deliver relevant, and inspiring custom designed furniture and light fixtures.
Detail orientated, you exude disciplined and organizational traits, not only in your personal space, but also
in the management of the studio library.
Fluency in spoken and written English is essential for this position, with Chinese well regarded. We find
strength in diversity, and welcome international designers looking to gain Asian experience.
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THE ESSENTIALS
•
•
•
•

A minimum ten years professional experience
A degree in Architecture/Interior Design, or related discipline
Computer literacy in AutoCAD is a must, with proficiency in InDesign, Photoshop, Illustr ator, and
SketchUp and hand sketching highly valued
Strong experience of FF&E leadership across hospitality and commercial projects is essential to be
considered for this role.

If this role excites you, then we’d love to hear from you. Showcase to us a portfolio that demonstrates
sensibility (in all senses of the word), and send it with your CV and a covering letter detailing why you
wish to be part of our team. Email: hk@stylus-studio.com
All applications will be treated in confidence.
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